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A systematic review
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: To conduct a systematic review to identify studies that describe factors and interventions at primary care practice level that impact on levels of utilisation of unscheduled secondary care.

Setting: Observational studies at primary care practice level.

Participants: Studies included people of any age of either sex living in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries with any health condition.

Primary and secondary outcome measures: The primary outcome measure was unscheduled secondary care as measured by emergency department attendance and emergency hospital admissions.

Results: 48 papers were identified describing potential influencing features on emergency department visits (n=24 studies) and emergency admissions (n=22 studies). Patient factors associated with both outcomes were increased age, reduced socioeconomic status, lower educational attainment, chronic disease and multimorbidity. Features of primary care affecting unscheduled secondary care were more complex. Being able to see the same healthcare professional reduced unscheduled secondary care. Generally, better access was associated with reduced unscheduled care in the USA. Proximity to healthcare provision influenced patterns of use. Evidence relating to quality of care was limited and mixed.

Conclusions: The majority of research was from different healthcare systems and limited in the extent to which it can inform policy. However, there is evidence that continuity of care is associated with reduced emergency department attendance and emergency hospital admissions.

INTRODUCTION

Unscheduled care is defined as any unplanned contact with the health service by a person requiring or seeking help, care or advice.1 It includes urgent care which comprises conditions that require assessment and planned intervention within 7 days, or which is likely to lead to an emergency within 4 weeks and emergency care which is not always life-threatening but needs prompt assessment and a planned intervention within 24 hours.2 There are five levels of unscheduled healthcare from self-care (level 1), primary care, minor injury unit, etc (level 2) through to level 3 (emergency department (ED)) and hospital admission (level 4) and specialised hospital support (level 5).3

Reducing unscheduled care use in the secondary care sector (ie, ED attendance and emergency hospital admission (EHA)) is a priority for many healthcare systems. For example, in a recent King’s Fund report, it was suggested that emergency admissions among people with long-term conditions that could have been managed in primary care cost the National Health Service (NHS) £1.42 billion annually and that this could be reduced by 8–18% through investment in primary and community-based services.4

Patterns of attendance at ED vary according to the local healthcare system and population but overall attendances at ED are rising.5 In the UK, despite the universal provision of primary care for which there is no charge at the point of access, there were

Strengths and limitations of this study

- This review was conducted following rigorous Cochrane methodology.
- We included studies published after 2000 and conducted in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development countries to ensure that the results are as relevant as possible to primary healthcare provision in developed countries.
- Seven of the 44 studies had univariable analysis, which limits the interpretation of results.
- Although some studies were countrywide, others were concerned with more discrete populations, making generalisation more difficult.
- Research was carried out in different healthcare systems; findings from one setting may not be generalisable to other settings.
17.6 million ED attendances recorded at major ED departments, single specialty A&E departments, walk-in centres and minor injury units in England in 2011–2012: an increase of 8.5% from 2010 to 2011. In the UK, many patients use ED even when primary care offices or practices are open, with weekday attendances peaking in the mid-morning.

There is considerable variation in emergency admission and ED attendance rates across general practices. The reason for this variation in rates across practice is poorly understood. Previous systematic reviews have been limited to looking at access and continuity of care. The reviews of primary care access described the effect on ED use and not EHA, and included data in the continuity of care reviews were over 5 years old. This is the first review, to the best of our knowledge, that synthesises the effect of patient features, primary care access, features of primary care practice, continuity of care and quality markers on both ED use and EHA.

Our objective therefore was to conduct a systematic review to identify studies that describe features of primary care services that impact on levels of utilisation of unscheduled secondary healthcare (USC) (see online supplementary data—protocol).

METHODS
A systematic review was conducted to identify studies that describe factors at primary care practice level that impact on levels of utilisation of USC.

Inclusion criteria
Study population
Studies that included people of any age of either sex living in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries.

Types of features of primary healthcare
For both in hours and out of hours services, we selected studies examining the impact of patient features, access to primary healthcare, features of the practice, continuity of care and quality markers.

Types of studies
Observational studies about features of primary care services associated with unscheduled secondary care use. We included studies written in any language.

Outcomes
Any studies concerning any health condition as long as the outcome of interest was utilisation of USC, that is, attendance at an ED or an EHA.

Exclusion criteria
Studies that only reported admission for elective or planned healthcare including planned diagnostic services, admission to a community or non-acute hospital as an outcome and clinical trials primarily about the management of conditions. We excluded pre-2000 studies as primary healthcare provision has changed significantly over time and older studies were less relevant.

Searches and reference management
A search strategy was developed in Medline for the electronic databases according to their specific subject headings or searching structure to search for papers describing both primary studies and systematic reviews (see online supplementary data—search strategy). Other databases searched were EMBASE, CINAHL, PsycINFO and the Cochrane Library. All databases were searched from inception until October 2012. This review was part of a wider group of reviews that also included interventional and qualitative studies; thus, the search strategy and the PRISMA flow chart reflect this (see online supplementary data—search strategy; figure 1).

The search strategy was modified to search internet sites such as the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality and the King’s Fund. Reference lists of included papers were checked for further potentially eligible studies. These references underwent a two-stage process of screening using the inclusion and exclusion criteria by two independent reviewers. The first screen was of titles and abstracts and the second of the full papers. Where there was continued disagreement between reviewers about including or excluding a paper, a third reviewer made the final decision.

Data collection, analysis and reporting
Standardised data extraction forms were developed and then data were abstracted by one reviewer and a second reviewer checked data abstraction against the original paper. During this process, we divided the data into patient features, access to primary healthcare, features of the practice, continuity of care and quality markers. Quality of studies was assessed by two reviewers using a modified CASP appraisal tool for cohort and case control studies as appropriate for all the included studies.

RESULTS
General
We identified 48 papers relevant to the aim of our study; 24 studies of features influencing ED visits and 22 studies of features influencing EHA (figure 1). This included one paper describing one study with both outcomes, two sister papers describing ED visits and EHA, respectively, within the same population and two papers describing the same study on EHA. Thus, the review contained 44 individual studies of which the majority of studies were cross-sectional in design (n=38). The remaining studies were a mixture of designs: longitudinal (n=2), before and after (n=1) and case control (n=2). Generally, the papers described data across two or more features of primary healthcare.
Quality appraisal

Several issues came out of the CASP quality appraisal of the studies (see online supplementary data—CASP). One was the generalisability of the studies; while some studies were country or state-wide for the whole population,20–22 others analysed much smaller populations, for example, inner city boroughs.23 24 Equally, some studies involved all patients on GP lists72 5 while others dealt with specific groups such as patients with diabetes or paediatric patients.26–28

The majority of the studies described problems with response rates, bias and confounding factors. For some studies, this imposed serious caveats about the findings from the study, for example, poor response rates27 or only univariable analysis was performed (seven studies, see online supplementary data—CASP).7 16 25 27 29–31 The majority of studies performed multivariable analysis and so attempted to adjust for confounding factors. Only four studies described cost data, while the majority of the studies merely stated that the results had cost implications.20 32–34

Impact of patient characteristics on unscheduled care (n=21 studies)

The effect of patient characteristics on unscheduled care was described in 22 papers (21 studies), and this was usually in combination with investigation of non-patient factors (see online supplementary data-tables lab and 2ab). There were n=8 investigating ED use and n=14 investigating EHA and the 21 studies were spread across the UK (n=11), the USA (n=5), South America (n=1), Canada (n=1), Norway (n=1), Italy (n=1) and Spain (n=1).

Age, gender and ethnicity

All studies show that increased age is associated with increased ED attendance28 35 and increased EHA.17 34 36–38 The only exception was Cowling 2013, a study covering 95% of GP practices in England, which showed that an increase in the percentage of patients aged 65 years or older was associated with a small reduction in patients who self-referred to, and were subsequently discharged from ED (relative rate 0.989 (95% CI 0.984 to 0.994), p<0.001), suggesting that older patients may be less likely to attend with minor illness.39 However, gender appears to be less important in ED attendance with four studies showing no effect with gender.7 28 39 40

The evidence about the impact of gender on EHA is mixed with two studies from the UK and Norway showing that women are more likely to experience EHA17 34 and three studies from Italy, Spain and the
USA showing that men are more likely to undergo EHA. It is therefore possible that these effects are country/or culture specific. The evidence for the effect of ethnicity is also mixed for ED attendance and EHA. However, this may be due to the lack of data on ethnicity admissions and dependency on location and ethnic mix of population.

**Socioeconomic status**

 Decreased socioeconomic status is consistently associated with increased ED attendance and increased EHA. A similar effect is seen with social isolation and lack of social support for ED attendance. One study associated increased education with reduced ED attendance. Increased education is consistently associated with reduced EHA.

 In the USA, insurance status was associated with unscheduled care use. Two studies showed that adult Medicaid patients use the ED more and have more EHA than private insurance patients. Another US study showed that parents of children with public health insurance who perceive good family centredness in their primary healthcare provision had reduced ED attendance. In the UK, a study by Harris with multivariable analysis of data from 68 practices from Brent (North London) primary care trust (PCT) suggests that for a population that is older, male, white and living alone, being on a GP register as opposed to having no GP has no effect on ED use. Brent PCT is an inner-London borough characterised by its ethnic diversity and high levels of deprivation.

**Health state**

 Having a chronic disease or multimorbidity is associated with ED attendance and EHA. One study showed that underlying morbidity in the presence of cardiovascular disease, or digestive disease, is associated with increased ED attendance, as are terminal illness and overall comorbidity. This study also showed that an increased number of days in hospitals is associated with subsequent increased ED attendance.

 The presence of chronic diseases coronary artery disease (CHD), angina, asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) has been associated with EHA, as is the combination of smoking with CHD, asthma or COPD. However, Cowling 2013 found no effect of the prevalence of asthma, obesity and hypertension in English practice on ED visits. Age-standardised patient increased mortality rates are also associated with increased EHA.

 There is one study associating worse self-reported health and increased EHA. This study found a greater number of hospital admissions following lower primary healthcare use in a period of 1 year and that shorter previous hospital stays resulted in increased subsequent EHA.

**ED attendance studies and features of primary healthcare provision (n=24)**

 More than half of these studies (n=16) were conducted in the US A and Canada. The majority of the studies are cross-sectional in design (n=19). These studies are described in detail in online supplementary data-table 1a and the main results are summarised in online supplementary data—table 1b.

**Access**

 Four US studies and one UK study indicate that increased access to primary care in terms of longer opening hours, more appointment slots available and increased nurse triage reduce ED attendance. The UK study is based on 7885 primary care practices and suggests that general practices providing more timely access to primary care had fewer self-referred discharged ED visits per registered patient. One of the US studies suggests that this is true for both public and private insurance patients.

 One study in the Netherlands showed that positioning GP out of hours clinics near EDs reduced ED attendance. However, changes to the delivery of out of hours primary healthcare in the UK since 2004 have transferred responsibility for out of hours care from practices to the local PCT which provides care across a local geographical area. One longitudinal study has shown that this change has increased ED use at a UK district general hospital. Similarly in Denmark, when out of hours care by local GPs was replaced by telephone triage by GPs in a central regional triage centre and geographically larger rota systems, ED visits increased. However, one study conducted in Spain reported that greater access to the primary care continuing care points (out of hours) did not have any effects on ED attendance.

 ED attendance is also increased if patients do not have a regular GP, or a specialist practitioner, although there is a UK study based on data from one PCT in an ethnically diverse and deprived area which suggests that being registered with a GP for patients greater than 65 years did not influence ED use. The picture is mixed in terms of higher physician to patient ratio influencing ED attendance as one study showed that high family physician availability was associated with greater ED use, although this study included areas with low specialist availability, which could limit access to more intensive management of ambulatory care sensitive conditions. In two studies, a higher ratio of GPs to registered patients had no effect on certain types of ED usage.

 Patients’ perception of poor primary healthcare access in terms of telephone access, shorter opening hours, no alternative place to seek advice, inability to get appointments and unmet needs was associated with increased ED attendance.

**Practice features**

 Practice features have an inconsistent association with ED attendance. One UK county-wide study suggests that
a smaller practice size is associated with increased ED attendance. This same study also showed that patient proximity to a primary healthcare practice reduced ED attendance. Another smaller UK study based in a north London district showed that close proximity to primary care practice had no effect on ED attendance. However, a more recent and larger England-wide study by Cowling suggested that the shorter distance to GP practice compared to distance to hospital by foot or public transport reduced ED attendance. A US study focused on the paediatric population showed that proximity to a primary healthcare practice reduced ED attendance, but that proximity to ED increased use. A further US study reported that the shorter time to drive to hospital from home was associated with increased ED use.

While practices lacking nebulisers for children and peak flow meters for adults showed increased ED attendance in one US study, this study also found that practices lacking inhalers reduced ED attendance. The authors suggest that patient behaviour may be affected differently by these devices but could offer no real explanation for these conflicting data. Practices having the same day turnaround of laboratory tests were associated with a reduction in ED attendance.

Practices in the USA with nurse practitioners or physician assistants were associated with increased ED attendance, but a UK study found that if care was provided by either a nurse or a doctor, there was no effect on ED use. Practices in North America in which at least one clinician made hospital rounds, or which had a specialist physician as opposed to a family physician (for older people) were associated with increased ED attendance.

Continuity of care
Five studies, three from the USA and two from Canada, consistently showed that continuity of care as measured by seeing the same family or specialist physician reduced ED attendance.

Quality of care measures
Overall, there is a paucity of evidence for the relationship between the quality of general practice care and ED attendance; however, one study showed that better quality of care (as measured by use of cholesterol tests, glycated haemoglobin tests, referrals to ophthalmologists and recommendation to stop smoking) for patients with diabetes reduced ED attendance of these patients.

EHA studies and features of primary healthcare provision (n=22)
The majority of these studies (n=12) were conducted in the UK and cross-sectional in design (n=21). These studies are described in detail in online supplementary data-table 2a and the main results are summarised in online supplementary data-table 2b.

Access
One US study showed that poorer access to primary care services increased EHA, but a study in Ireland showed that increasing free primary care to those patients over 70 years of age had no effect on EHA.

While there are five studies from different countries, which suggests that an increase in GP supply (availability of GPs in an area) and a higher ratio of practitioners to patients are associated with reduced admissions, there are also five studies that looked at similar measures: physician density, GP per 10,000 population, average list per partner, physician supply and percentage of GPs with >2500 patients, which showed no effect on admissions.

Practice features
The impact of overall size of a GP practice on EHA is conflicting. Evidence from three studies showed training and course provision within GP practices decreased EHA of patients from those practices. Two studies show that an increased distance of primary care practice from the hospital reduces EHA. Equally, patient data show that urban dwelling and proximity to hospital increase admissions. There is evidence that training (n=3 studies) and course provision (n=1 studies) within GP practices decrease EHA of patients from those practices. Features that do not appear to reduce EHA are the numbers of GP partners, the number of partners with formal postgraduate qualifications in general practice or the proportion of salaried GPs. However, there is one US study which shows that an increase in specialists in primary care is associated with increased EHA. There is one study that shows that having female GPs in a practice is associated with reduced EHA.

The evidence for practices providing specific services is mixed. One study showed that cervical screening, child health surveillance, emergency contraception and maternity services were associated with increased EHA. One UK study showed that providing prescription services for asthma, diabetes, heart failure, hypertension and COPD, as well as diabetes and asthma specialist services, has no effect on admissions.

However, the amount of certain services does seem to impact on reducing EHA with both health visitor hours per 1000 children under the age of 5, and the number of primary care visits in the last months of life in congestive heart failure and patients with COPD being associated with fewer EHA.

Continuity of care
As with ED visits, there is evidence on continuity of care (seeing the same health professional) and EHA. However, the data suggest that the effect may be context and condition-specific. One UK study shows that the easier it is to get an appointment with your own GP, the lower the EHA. A US study shows that reduced continuity of care with paediatric patients on Medicaid or...
Quality of care measures

While two UK studies showed that general performance indicators for primary care practice had no effect on EHA, the evidence for quality of care measures for specific conditions is mixed. For patients with diabetes, two studies show that improved quality indicators reduce EHA, but one of these studies suggests that this association is only valid when comparing moderate to poor Quality and Outcomes Framework (QoF) indicators, and that when moderate is compared with high indicators there is no effect.

High quality scores for angina were associated with reduced EHA, but condition-specific quality markers for myocardial infarction (MI) had no effect on EHA.

Diagnosis of asthma by spirometry was shown to be associated with reduced EHA, but there was no effect on EHA for asthmatics who received a review. There was also no effect on EHA with increased clinical QoF scores for patients with COPD. Patient satisfaction with primary healthcare services is associated with reduction of EHA.

DISCUSSION

Statement of principal findings

This review identified 48 papers which described 24 studies of features influencing ED visits, and 22 studies of features influencing EHA. The patient factors influencing unscheduled care were similar for ED use and EHA and were consistent across countries. The most important of these were increased age, reduced socioeconomic status, lower educational achievement and the presence of chronic disease and multimorbidity, which were all associated with increased unscheduled secondary care. In addition, proximity of patients to healthcare provision strongly influences their use despite the country of residence, that is, if they live near an ED/hospital, they are more likely to use these services than if they live more remotely. Equally, if patients live near a primary care facility, then unscheduled secondary care may be reduced.

The main feature of primary care that is consistently associated with reduced unscheduled care use is continuity of care. Studies from the USA, Canada and the UK suggest that being able to see the same family or specialist practitioner reduces both ED use and EHA. However, the evidence of effect on unscheduled secondary care of increased access to primary healthcare was mixed. In general, better access to primary care was associated with reduced use of ED and EHA in the USA and Canada. However, the relationship in European health systems is less clear with no clear overall patterns emerging from the identified studies.

Organisational features of primary healthcare affecting ED attendance and EHA are more complex to describe with heterogeneity of findings across healthcare systems and within systems. The evidence for quality of care markers is inconclusive.

Strengths and weaknesses of the study

This review was conducted following rigorous Cochrane methodology with a focused search conducted in all the major databases. There was no language restriction on the studies retrieved, but the studies were restricted to OECD countries and to those published from 2000 onwards to ensure that the studies were as relevant as possible to the current primary health provision in developed countries.

The initial search only included studies published up to October 2012. An updated limited search before the analysis of included studies identified one paper which was included in the main results section. A final updated search identified a further four relevant papers published up to December 2013. Two studies were found from the USA. One cross-sectional study included further evidence that fewer primary care physicians per capita are associated with higher ED attendance rates.

A second paper was a before and after study of the introduction of a patient-centred medical home model across a health system. This study found a reduction in emergency department visits but not emergency admissions in patients using the new model of care. A further cross-sectional study from England suggested that being able to book an appointment with a preferred primary care doctor is associated with fewer admissions. A second English study found that nationally falling rates of admission for heart failure are not associated with characteristics of primary care, including quality of care. None of these studies contradict the findings of the initial review.

Seven of the originally included cross-sectional studies only reported univariable analysis, which limits the identification of factors that significantly influence the measures of unscheduled secondary care, as potential confounding factors will not be incorporated in modelling. Definitions of unscheduled secondary care also differed between studies limiting comparisons and synthesis. While some studies were countrywide, many studies were on relatively discrete populations which have may not be generalisable to all the patient groups within a healthcare system. For example, Cowling et al. found that having a greater proportion of patients older than 65 years in a practice population was associated with reduced ED attendance. However, the outcome was based on patients who had self-referred and then had been discharged and were therefore likely to be a cohort of patients with minor illness, rather than the
total cohort presenting to ED which would include those with more significant pathology.

Furthermore, as research was carried out in different healthcare systems, findings from one setting may not be generalisable to other settings. The ED attendance studies were predominantly from the USA and Canada while the majority of the EHA studies were UK-based, and therefore this limits the generalisable conclusions. There were very little cost data or analyses, and so the financial case for implementing services cannot be made from the identified studies.

Strengths and weaknesses in relation to other studies/important differences in the results

There are five systematic reviews that are relevant to this current review.9–13 Two of the reviews focus on access to primary healthcare and ED use, but there were no data on EHA in either of these reviews.11 12 Both reviews include worldwide studies and suggest that improved patient access to primary care reduces ED use, but neither review explicitly addressed country-specific health systems and their differing issues.

Three of the reviews focus on continuity of care and unscheduled secondary care.9 10 13 The reviews by Cabana and Hsiao looked at continuity of primary healthcare and unscheduled secondary care, but the data are over 5 years old. However, both these reviews reflect the updated findings of our review, namely that continuity of care reduces unscheduled secondary care. The review by Aubin et al9 only focuses on patients with cancer and considered studies across primary and secondary care.

Meaning of the study—possible explanations and implications for clinicians and policymakers

While the expected associations with increased ED use were seen for patient level factors that are associated with greater prevalence of acute illness (increasing age, indices of low socioeconomic status, chronic disease), there were few clear overall associations across the published evidence for primary care practice or healthcare system factors. This is likely to be due to the importance of the background healthcare context such as insurance based systems without universal health coverage or healthcare with free access at the point of use. Therefore, the policy implications of studies will only be relevant to countries that utilise the healthcare model under study.

Given these caveats, there are some interesting findings of relevance to clinicians and policymakers. Looking at healthcare systems, better access to primary care is associated with lower rates of ED use and EHA in the USA, but this effect is not demonstrated in the UK and other European countries. The geographical location of services is important, with proximity to a general practice reducing unscheduled secondary care use and proximity to ED increasing usage. Convenience for patients therefore appears to be important, a finding that supports recent policy guidance in the UK.64 For practices, the impact of continuity of care with a primary care provider on both ED use and EHA is evident. This is a timely finding in view of the recent proposal in the UK to provide people over 75 years of age with a dedicated GP who is accountable for their care and who will be responsible for ensuring that their patients have good quality out of hours care.65

Unanswered Q and future research

The majority of research found was observational and this limits conclusions about how to change systems. While associations exist, such as the impact of increased continuity of care, this would not necessarily translate to reduced utilisation of USC if implemented. The current evidence base does not provide clear support for any particular policy change. It is clear that the decision to attend unscheduled care and the need to be admitted to hospital as an emergency are both the product of a complex interaction between individuals, their context, the organisation of healthcare, the behaviours of healthcare practitioners and the wider context of society. Further research needs to try to unpack in more nuanced detail the operation of these factors and the complex interactions between them.
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